The problem of forming validation regions or gates for new sensor measurements obtained when tracking targets in clutter is considered. Target dynamics and measurement c haracteristics are modeled with possible nonGaussianities or nonlinearities, so that some degree of approximation is usually required in the computation of the ltering densities for the target position and predictive densities for future measurements. Highest density gates are proposed as summaries of the predictive densities. These gates are constructed numerically, via simulation from the ltering density approximation. The algorithm results in gates that are \exact" (up to numerical accuracy) regardless of the approximation used for the ltering density. That is, given an approximation to the ltering density, the gating procedure accounts for all further nonlinearities and non-Gaussianities. Numerical examples show that when the predictive density is markedly non-Gaussian, highest density gates o er advantages over the more common rectangular and ellipsoidal gates.
Introduction
Target tracking is an essential component of military surveillance as well as air tra c control systems. In a target tracking system, the observed data at scan n are sensor measurements reporting information from the coverage region of the sensors. The scans n = 1 2 : : :occur at discrete time instants. The observations at scan n, z n 2 IR w , are modeled as transformed, noisy versions of the true state of the target, x n 2 IR v , where typically w < v .
A fairly general formulation of the measurement c haracteristics and target dynamics is given by the generalized state space model z n = g n (x n ) + w n x n+1 = h n (x n v n ) (1) where the additive noise fw n g is an independent and identically distributed (iid) sequence of w-dimensional vectors with (possibly non-Gaussian) density f w , g n : I R v ! IR w is a known function, h n : I R v IR v ! IR v is a known function, and fv n g is a sequence of v-dimensional iid random vectors with (possibly non-Gaussian) density f v , independent o f fw n g. W e assume that the densities f w and f v are known. The assumption of additive measurement noise is not critical, but is notationally convenient in later sections. The discretetime dynamics in the state equation are also not essential often, it is more natural to model target dynamics via di erential equations.
The functions fg n g and fh n g will in general be nonlinear. For example, when x n consists of variables describing the position and velocity of a target in Cartesian coordinates, a typical observation may consist of the range, bearing angle, and azimuth angle of the target. Given model (1), the inferential problem is recursive state estimation that is, the construction of a sequence of conditional probability density functions which describe the current knowledge about the state given the observations. Let D n = fz 1 : : : z n g. Then, beginning with f (x 0 j D 0 ), we h a ve the following well-known recursive relations:
State predictive density:
f (x n j D n;1 ) = Z f (x n j x n;1 ) f (x n;1 j D n;1 ) dx n;1 :
Filtering density:
f (x n j D n ) = f (z n j x n ) f (x n j D n;1 ) f (z n j D n;1 )
where the normalizing constant in the denominator is the measurement predictive density f (z n j D n;1 ) = Z f (z n j x n ) f (x n j D n;1 ) dx n :
If the functions g n and h n are linear and the densities f v and f w are Gaussian in model (1), then all of the predictive and ltering densities are Gaussian, and the above equations reduce to the Kalman lter, which recursively updates the required mean vectors and covariance matrices. In the nonlinear or non-Gaussian case, there is no general closed-form solution for the required densities, and some degree of approximation is usually required. For example, the extended Kalman lter handles nonlinearity through Taylor series linearization, and non-Gaussianity through matching of rst and second-order moments, so that the required densities are approximated by Gaussian densities (e.g., Anderson and Moore, 1979) . The literature on linear and nonlinear ltering methods is vast. For example, Alspach and Sorenson (1972) , Kallianpur (1980) , Di Masi and Runggaldier (1981) , Kitagawa (1987) , Meinhold and Singpurwalla (1989) , Gordon, Salmond and Smith (1993) , and Budhiraja and Mirkovi c (1997) describe various ltering algorithms.
In practice, the approximate densities from a ltering algorithm are usually summarized with a point predictor, such as the mean, median or mode of the density. An additional useful summary is a (1 ; )100% prediction region: a subset of the sample space with the property t h a t Pr predictand 2 region j D n ] 1 ; : Prediction regions are not unique several di erent constructions will be described below.
A prediction region for a future measurement z n+1 is sometimes called a validation region or gate. Gates are useful in practice for clutter reduction, because they divide the measurement space IR w into those points likely to be associated with the target under track and those unlikely to be associated with the target. Unlikely measurement-to-track pairs are discarded in a procedure known as gating (e.g., Blackman, 1986) .
In this paper we consider the construction of highest density prediction regions. For concreteness, we focus on the construction of highest density gates for a new measurement z n+1 conditional on the available data D n , though prediction regions for other predictands could be constructed in a similar fashion.
The method we propose requires that the measurement predictive density, state predictive density, or ltering density b e a vailable at each scan, even if in unnormalized form. Further, we assume that simulation from the available density is feasible. The method is general in that it can be applied to the nonlinear, non-Gaussian tracking problem, regardless of the approximation used for the ltering density. Increasing the dimension of the measurement vector z n+1 (for example, when tracking a formation of targets) causes no di culty in principle, since construction of the highest density gate is resolved by calculation of scalar-valued variables.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some standard methods of gate construction. The gating method we propose is described in Section 3. Some illustrative examples are presented in Section 4 and discussion is in Section 5.
Background
A gate is a partition of IR w such that a measurement within the gate is associated to the track being followed with a certain probability, called the coverage of the gate. Two common gates are rectangular and ellipsoidal gates, which we brie y review.
For a new measurement z n+1 we w ant P r fz n+1 2 gate j D n g 1 ; . Let n+1 = z n+1 ; d g n+1 (x n+1 ) = ( 1 n+1 : : : w n+1 ) 0 2 IR w be the innovation vector at the (n+1)st scan, where d g n+1 (x n+1 ) is the predicted value of the transformed state resulting from the ltering algorithm. Let n+1 = jk n+1 ] denote the covariance matrix of n+1 .
Let ' (z ) denote the w-dimensional Gaussian density with w 1 mean vector and w w positive de nite covariance matrix t h a t i s , ' (z ) = ( 2 ) ;w=2 j j ;1=2 exp ; 1 2 (z ; ) 0 ;1 (z ; ) : Rectangular and ellipsoidal gates assume that the distribution of the innovation vector is Gaussian, with density ' ( 0 n+1 ).
Rectangular gates
A rectangular gate (RG) for a w-dimensional measurement v ector is the hyperrectangle given by RG n+1 = n z 2 IR w : j j j =w (6) by Bonferroni's inequality. For example, for =w = 2 :24 and w = 2, the rectangular gate has coverage probability greater than or equal to 0.95.
Ellipsoidal gates
An ellipsoidal gate (EG) is given by EG n+1 = n z 2 IR w : 0 ;1 n+1 o (7) where is is the upper tail -quantile of a 2 distribution with w degrees of freedom. Under the assumption of Gaussian innovations, EG n+1 has coverage probability equal to 1 ; , a s w e n o w s h o w.
Let n+1 denote the w w diagonal matrix whose elements are j n+1 , the eigenvalues of the positive de nite matrix ;1 n+1 , and let E n+1 be the corresponding matrix of eigenvectors such that E 0 n+1 E n+1 = E n+1 E 0 n+1 = I. 
Highest Density Gates
It is clear that a rectangular gate is a fairly crude approximation, since it uses a Gaussian assumption and ignores any dependence structure in the innovations vector. Ellipsoidal gates take i n to account the dependence structure, but may be poor if the Gaussian approximation is poor. Heavy tails, skewness, or multimodalities would all lead to poor approximations, and each of these features may be present e v en in very simple nonlinear or non-Gaussian systems, as in the following example due to Kitagawa (1987) . The state dynamics consist of a random walk with a heavy-tailed innovation, x n+1 = x n + v n and the measurements consist of the random walk plus Gaussian noise, z n = x n + w n : From Figure 4 of Kitagawa (1987) , it is clear that skewness and bimodality may o c c u r e v en in this simple model, as probability density is shifted from one likely state location to another over time. In the more complicated context of target tracking, clutter, maneuvers, and multiple targets may all lead to distinctly non-Gaussian features.
These di culties with standard gating procedures suggest that other approaches should be considered. An ideal gate would have minimal volume in the measurement space for a given coverage probability, 1 ; . In fact, a prediction region has minimal volume for a given coverage if and only if, for z 2 region and z = 2 region, f(z j D n ) f(z j D n ) (Box and Tiao, 1973) that is, every sensor observation inside the region has probability density at least as large as every sensor observation outside the region, which i s o n e w ay to quantify the \likelihood" of association with the target.
The highest density gate (HDG) then consists of all z 2 IR w with high density:
where q is the largest constant s u c h that Pr ff (z j D n ) q j D n g = 1 ; . Construction of the HDG in any dimension thus depends only on the value q , which i s t h e th quantile of the scalar random variable f (z n+1 j D n ). Hyndman (1996) suggests using an empirical quantile from a large number N of simulated observations as an estimator of q . In our context, if it is feasible to simulate from the measurement predictive density, w e h a ve the following algorithm: This algorithm relies on simulation to avoid the di culties of numerical integration in IR w (Hyndman, 1996) . All statements of independence are made conditionally on D n Note that the measurement predictive density need not be normalized in the above algorithm.
Let F n+1 (q) = P r n Q n+1 (z (i) ) q j D n o and let f n+1 (q) = dF n+1 (q)=dq.
Then, using well-known asymptotic theory (e.g., Mood, Graybill and Boes, 1974) ,q is approximately Gaussian with mean q and variance (1 ; ) Nf 2 n+1 (q ) : This result may be useful for choosing a suitably large value of N.
If f (z n+1 j D n ) is not readily available for simulation, but the state predictive density f (x n+1 j D n ) i s a vailable, then replace steps 1 and 2 of the above algorithm by the following: 
where the almost sure (a.s.) convergence is obtained as M ! 1 , and the last equality follows from equation (4). Finally, if only the ltering density f (x n j D n ) i s a vailable for simulation, replace steps 1 and 2 by the following: 
where the almost sure (a.s.) convergence is obtained as M ! 1 , and the last equality follows from equation (4). Of course, the numerical details of these algorithms must be worked out on a case-by-case basis. For example, the last two algorithms rely on Monte Carlo integration, but in some cases the measurement predictive density will be available analytically and in other cases the dimension of the integrals may be reduced by analytic computations.
To determine if a new sensor observation z n+1 is in HDG n+1 (q ), simply 
Examples
We illustrate the performance of the HDG algorithm with some simulated numerical examples. We expect the highest density gates to outperform both the rectangular and ellipsoidal gates whenever the approximations to the ltering and predictive densities are highly non-Gaussian. The rst two examples illustrate the di erences between the standard gates and the highest density gates for some hypothetical predictive distributions: a skewed bivariate distribution and a bimodal bivariate distribution. The third and fourth examples involve t r a c king models: a classic tracking model with linear, Gaussian state dynamics and nonlinear measurements (range and bearing angle), and a m ulti-model with target dynamics switching between a maneuvering state and a non-maneuvering state according to the transitions of an unobserved Markov c hain. This last example also includes clutter. The extended Kalman lter is used to approximate the sequence of ltering densities in the classic tracking model, and the bootstrap lter is used to to approximate the sequence of ltering densities in the multi-model.
Example 1: Skewed predictive density
In this example, we use a correlated bivariate log-Gaussian as a hypothetical predictive density speci cally, f (z n+1 j D n ) = ' " log z n+1 1 log z n+1 2 # " 0 0 # " 0:25 0:25 0:25 1:00 #! I fz n+1 1 >0g I fz n+1 2 >0g z n+1 1 z n+1 2 :
This density has all of its mass on the rst quadrant, and could be thought of as an appropriate predictive distribution for a target maneuvering near a physical boundary, like a submarine along a coastline. The density is highly skewed.
We generated N = 1 0 000 draws z n+1 from this predictive distribution and computed the value ofq as described in Section 3, with = 0 :05. Both the rectangular and ellipsoidal gates shown in Figure 1 fail to recognize the skewness of the distribution and consequently cover large parts of the measurement space in which there is no probability density. B y c o n trast, the highest density gate in Figure 1 We generated N = 1 0 000 draws z n+1 from this mixture predictive distribution, and computed the value ofq as described in Section 3, with = 0 :05.
In Figure 2 we s h o w the 95% rectangular, ellipsoidal, and highest density gates, together with the contour plots of the mixture predictive density f (z n+1 j D n ). The rectangular gate is very large, and includes portions of IR 2 with very low likelihood under the predictive distribution. As expected, the rectangular gate does not recognize the bimodality of the predictive density. The ellipsoidal Figure 1 : Contours of a skewed predictive density (dotted lines) and 95% rectangular, ellipsoidal, and highest density gates (solid lines).
gate recognizes the correlation structure in the innovations vector and so has smaller volume than the rectangular gate, but still does not re ect the fact that the predictive distribution is bimodal. Figure 2 also shows the highest density gate. Under the model, the HDG has coverage probability of 95% (up to numerical accuracy) and minimal volume. Indeed, the HDG is composed of two separate regions, corresponding to the two areas of highest probability given by t h e t wo components of the mixture predictive density.
Example 3: Extended Kalman lter for simple target tracking
Consider model (1) for the case in which t h e s t a t e v ector x n = ( x n _ x n y n _ y n ) 0 has four components: position (x n y n ) a n d v elocities ( _ x n _ y n ) of a target at time n. The target dynamics evolve linearly from scan to scan, where scans are separated by a small time increment, . The measurement v ector z n has components of measured range and measured bearing angle, so that model (1) becomes z n = g(x n ) + w n = " (x 2 n + y 2 n ) 1=2 tan ;1 (y n =x n ) # + w n x n+1 = Hx n + v n = 2 6 6 6 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 7 7 7 5 x n + v n where fw n g is an iid sequence of Gaussian random vectors with density f w (w) = ' (w 0 w ) a n d fv n g is an iid sequence of Gaussian random vectors with density f v (v) = ' (v 0 v ), independent o f fw n g. Both the measurement error covariance matrix w and the state covariance matrix v are diagonal, with elements (0:0001 0:0001), and (0:01 0:001 0:01 0:001), respectively. For this nonlinear model, the approximate ltering density that results from application of the EKF recursions is f(x n j D n ) = ' x n x njn njn , where x njn is the ltered state vector at scan n and njn is its covariance matrix, obtained by cycling over the following steps:
1. Compute the innovations vector n = z n ; g(x n ) and its approximate covariance matrix n =Ĝ n nĜ 0 n + w , where G n = @g(x n ) @x 0 n xn=xn : 2. Obtain the ltered state vector and its covariance matrix as x njn =x n + nĜ 0 n ;1 n n njn = n ; nĜ 0 n ;1 nĜ n n : 3. One step ahead prediction and the prediction covariance matrix are computed from the ltered values aŝ x n+1 = Hx njn n+1 = H njn H 0 + v : For = 0:01 time units, and x 0 = 0, w e s i m ulated a target trajectory over 50 time periods and applied the EKF to the simulated data to obtain ltered and predicted state values and an approximation to the ltering density a t e a c h time period. The goal was to compute a 95% gate for the 51st measurement using the available data D 50 = fz 1 : : : z 50 g. The rectangular, ellipsoidal, and highest density gates are shown in Figure 3 , together with the simulated, measured, and ltered trajectory of the target. Note that the rectangular gate constructed in measurement space is a polar rectangle in state space. It is somewhat larger than the ellipsoidal and highest density gates, which are quite similar, as would be expected when the noise is Gaussian, given that the nonlinearity in the model is moderate. Indeed, for a linear, Gaussian system, the ellipsoidal gate is the highest density gate.
Example 4: Bootstrap lter for multi-model with clutter
In this simpli ed example, the measurement space and state space are both (0 1). As shown by the dotted line in Figure 4 , the target remains in one spot for ve scans then, over the course of ten scans, maneuvers to a new spot where it remains for ve scans. State dynamics are modeled as Figure 4 , is also observed. At each scan, the number of such spurious observations is a Poisson random variable with mean three. Clutter is uniformly distributed on the measurement space. No external information is available to classify observations into clutter and true measurements.
Some modi cations to the ltering algorithm in (2) and (3) are required to re ect the more complex data structure of this model (Avitzour, 1995 Gordon, 1997 . Let m n be the total number of sensor observations at the nth scan, so that z n = ( z 1n : : : z mnn ) 0 . De ne H kn to be the event that sensor observation k comes from the target and all other observations are spurious (k = 1 : : : m n ). Then for the state vector x n = ( x n s n ) 0 , (3) becomes f (x n j D n ) / f (z n j x n ) f (x n j D n;1 ) = f (z 1n : : : z mnn j m n x n ) f (m n j x n ) f (x n j D n;1 )
f (z kn j m n x n H kn ) P r fH kn j m n x n g f (x n j D n;1 ) = mn X k=1 ' z kn x n 2 w m ;1 n f (x n j D n;1 ) :
No modi cation is required for the computation of the state predictive density. The gate is computed using the predictive density o f a v alid measurement i.e., f (z kn j H kn D n;1 ). A bootstrap lter (Gordon, Salmond and Smith, 1993) with prediction resample size of 1000 and update resample size of 10000 is used to approximate the sequence of ltering densities, taking into account the nonlinear evolution of the state and the presence of clutter. Highest density gates for a one-scanahead measurement, plotted as solid vertical lines in Figure 4 , are computed at each scan using N = 1000 simulated observations and M = 1 0 0 0 . Note that no actual gating is performed all observations, even spurious ones, are used in updating the ltering densities. (Such a situation might arise if gates are used not for screening but for allocating of sensor resources.)
Means for the sequence of state predictive densities are plotted as a dashed line in Figure 4 . Rectangular gates are centered about the dashed line and are scaled using the empirical variance of the measurement predictive density. The ellipsoidal gates coincide with the rectangular gates in this one-dimensional example.
Unlike the rectangular gates, the highest density gates are not necessarily symmetric about the mean prediction. In addition, the HDGs become discontiguous at a number of scans, as plausible track patterns arise in the clutter by c hance. The rectangular gates respond by becoming huge, with endpoints sometimes falling outside the permissible state space. On the other hand, when the predictive density is unimodal, the rectangular gates are typically too small, failing to capture the non-Gaussian tail behavior. Overall, the highest density gates e ectively draw attention away from the clutter and focus it on the part of the measurement space most likely to contain a valid observation.
Discussion
We h a ve presented a method to construct highest density gates that is applicable in the nonlinear, non-Gaussian target tracking problem, regardless of the method used to approximate the ltering density. Our method makes no assumption about the form of the approximation we only assume that simulation from some relevant probability density function in the recursive state estimation problem is feasible. Construction of the gate is carried out numerically, and is resolved by calculation of a scalar variable,q , an estimate of the th quantile of the scalar random variable f(z n+1 jD n ). Onceq is available, then it is a simple matter to decide whether a new measurement i s i n s i d e o r outside the gate.
Most ltering procedures involve some approximation to the ltering density, such as a Gaussian or Gaussian mixture approximation (e.g., Alspach a n d Sorenson, 1972) , a numerical approximation (e.g., Budhiraja and Mirkovi c, 1997) , a Monte Carlo approximation (e.g., Gordon, Salmond and Smith, 1993) , etc. The gating method we propose produces \exact" gates under any a p p r o ximation to the ltering density. That is, starting from the approximate ltering density, the HDG accounts for all further nonlinearities and non-Gaussianities, and is exact up to numerical accuracy. B y c o n trast, ellipsoidal gates are exact only under Gaussian, linear state-space models. The performance of the gating algorithm was illustrated in Section 4 with four examples. T h e r s t t wo examples showed the potential advantages of highest density gates for predictive distributions with distinctly non-Gaussian features, which often arise in realistic tracking problems. The third example showed the near-correspondence of the highest density gate with the ellipsoidal gate in the application of the extended Kalman lter to the classic target tracking model (which is moderately nonlinear) with Gaussian noise. In this case, there is no apparent a d v antage of the highest density gate over the ellipsoidal gate, but then the model may b e o verly simplistic in a real target tracking situation.
The nal example shows the highest density gates constructed from a bootstrap lter algorithm applied to a hidden Markov maneuver model in clutter. In this example, bimodal and skewed predictive distributions arise due to target maneuvers and clutter, and consequently the highest density gates are quite di erent from standard ellipsoidal and rectangular gates.
In this paper we h a ve addressed the simplest target tracking problem, with one sensor measuring one target in clutter. We are currently working on multitarget problems. Our objective i s t o d e r i v e i m p r o ved recursive procedures for constructing highest density gates in these more complex scenarios.
Appendix: Recursive Construction of Highest Density Gates
If simulation from f (z n+1 j D n ) is expensive, it may be desirable to re-use draws z (i) from scan to scan. Suppose that at the nth scan, we h a ve draws Q n+1 (z (i) )
iid F n+1 . T h e th quantile of this distribution determines the highest density gate for z n+1 . F or h 1, The approximation above is an example of importance sampling (e.g., Gelman et al., 1995) . The th quantile of the resulting discrete cumulative distribution function can be computed directly, and is an approximation to the quantile needed for construction of the highest density g a t e f o r z n+1+h . The quality of the approximation depends on the relationship of f z (j) j D n to f z (j) j D n+h if some measurements z (j) are likely under the latter density, but unlikely under the former, then the approximation may b e p o o r . This could occur, for example, if the target is maneuvering heavily, o r h is large.
